Finally, we de ne question answering as an NP − complete problem.
Introduction
In this paper, we give a semantics to pregroup grammar in regular logic (RL):
the fragment of rst-order logic generated by relational symbols, equality (=), truth ( ), conjunction (∧) and existential quanti cation (∃). RL formulae play a foundational role in the theory of relational databases, where they correspond to conjunctive queries: the select-project-join fragment of relational algebra [2] and select-where-from in SQL [3] . Chandra and Merlin [4] showed that conjunctive query evaluation and containment are logspace equivalent to graph homomorphism: they are NP − complete.
In parallel to the foundations of database theory in terms of graph homomorphisms, the 1970s saw the development of Montague semantics [5, 6, 7] , where the meaning of grammatical sentences is given by a homomorphism from their syntax trees into rst-order logic through lambda calculus. In essence, Montague semantics (originally called "Fregean interpretations") is the application of Frege's principle of compositionality to Chomsky's theory of syntactic structures [8] . Our main contribution is the construction of a fragment, i.e. a subset of natural language together with an interpretation into rstorder logic. In the spirit of Lawvere's functorial semantics [9] , we construct this fragment as a functor from the syntax given by Lambek pregroups [10, 11] .
In section 1 we de ne the grammar category G, which captures the output of the Parsing problem for pregroups. In section 2 we recall the formulation of conjunctive queries of Bonchi et al. [12] as arrows in the free cartesian bicategory CB(Σ); functors K : CB(Σ) → Rel into the category of sets and relations are precisely relational databases. In section 3, we de ne RelCoCat (categorical compositonal relational) models as monoidal functors F : G → Rel and show that they have a universal factorisation
Computing the value of these functors -the Semantics problem -allows to model question answering (QA). Building on previous work [13] , we show that QA is logspace equivalent to conjunctive query evaluation: it is NP − complete.
Lambek Pregroups and Free Rigid Categories
Pregroup grammar (PG) is a mathematical model of natural language grammar introduced by Lambek [10] . PG has the same expressive power as context-free grammar [14] , replacing syntax trees by arrows in a monoidal category. In this section, we give a de nition of the Parsing problem for PG in terms of the grammar category generated by a dictionnary.
Given a natural number n ∈ N, we abuse notation and let n = { i ∈ N | i < n }.
Given a set X, we de ne the free monoid List(X) = n∈N X n and treat lists v ∈ X n as functions v : n → X, i.e. v = v(0) . . . v(n − 1). We denote the length of v ∈ X n by |v| = n, concatenation of (u, v) ∈ X m × X n by uv ∈ X m+n and the empty list by ∈ X 0 . We use implicit isomorphisms between the sum and the disjoint union m + n, as well as between the product and the cartesian product m × n. Definition 1.1. A preorder is a set P equipped with a graph (≤) ⊆ P 2 such that for all a, b, c ∈ P we have:
A pro-monoid (for preordered monoid) is a preorder P equipped with a product denoted by concatenation and a unit ∈ P such that for all a, b, c, d ∈ P :
Given a free monoid P and a graph R ⊆ P 2 , the least pro-monoid induced by R is the reflexive transitive closure of the substitution relation Sub(R) =
Definition 1.3.
A pregroup is a pro-monoid P where every type t ∈ P has a pair of left and right adjoints t and t such that:
We say that a pregroup is strict when for all s, t ∈ P we have:
Given a graph I ⊆ B 2 , let P (B) = List(B × Z) be the least pro-monoid induced by:
Note that we identify (b, 0) ∈ P (B) with b ∈ B, called a basic type. Theorem 1.4. P (B) is the free strict pregroup generated by I ⊆ B 2 , with adjoints given
Proof. See [10] for the original proof from Lambek, where pregroups are defined as partial orders and anti-symmetry implies that pregroups are necessarily strict. The definition based on preorders is borrowed from [14] , one may recover the partial order case by taking We require the set ∆(w) = { t ∈ P (B) | (w, t) ∈ ∆ } to be finite for every word w ∈ V in the vocabulary and write
Given a sentence type s ∈ P (B), the language generated by G is given by:
nant, subject and object) with induced steps I = { (n, i), (n, o) } and dictionnary:
The following reduction in P (B) gives a grammaticality proof for "Leibniz read Spinoza".
Lemma 1.8 (Switching lemma [10] ). For all t ≤ s ∈ P (B) there is some t ∈ P (B) and a pair of reductions t ≤ t and t ≤ s with no expansions and no contractions respectively.
Corollary 1.9 ([14]). Grammaticality ∈ P
Proof. The proof goes by translating pregroup grammar to context-free grammar.
Pregroups allow to de ne Grammaticality as a decision problem, however preorders cannot distinguish between distinct reductions for the same type. In order to de ne the function problem Parsing, we introduce grammar categories as the proof-relevant counterpart of pregroup grammar. Definition 1.10. Given ∆ ⊆ V × P (B) and I ⊆ B 2 , the grammar category G is the strict monoidal category with objects P (B) and generated by the following arrows:
called cups, caps, induced steps and typed words respectively, and the following equations:
Given a list of words u ∈ V n and t ∈ ∆(u), we write
Proposition 1.11 ([15] ). The subcategory R(B) − → G generated only by cups, caps and induced steps is the free rigid category generated by the graph I ⊆ B 2 .
Remark 1.12.
We use the terminology from Selinger's survey of graphical languages [16] .
Rigid categories are called compact 2-categories in [15] and autonomous categories in [17] .
Note that a rigid category that is also symmetric monoidal is called compact-closed.
Definition 1.13. Parsing
Input:
Example 1.14. Take Proof. The parsing algorithm has time complexity n 3 in general, restricted cases of interest in linguistic applications may be parsed in linear time, see [19] .
Conjunctive Queries and Free Cartesian Bicategories
A relational signature is a set of symbols Σ equipped with a function ar : Σ → N.
Given a nite set U called the universe, we de ne the set of Σ-models Fix a countable set of variables X , the set of regular logic formulae is de ned by the following context-free grammar:
where x, x ∈ X , R ∈ Σ and x ∈ X ar(R) . We de ne the set of conjunctive queries
ar(R) } where the triple (A, B, C) ∈ Q Σ encodes the following regular logic formula:
for sets of free variables A ⊆ X , bound variables B ∈ X k and the conjunction
for fv(ϕ) ⊆ X the free variables of ϕ. Given a model K ∈ M Σ (U ) and a valuation v : fv(ϕ) → U , satisfaction (K, v) ϕ is de ned in the usual way.
Definition 2.3. Evaluation
Theorem 2.6 (Chandra-Merlin [4]
). Evaluation and Containment are logspace equivalent to Homomorphism, hence NP − complete.
Proof. Given a query ϕ ∈ Q Σ (A) and a model K ∈ M Σ (U ), query evaluation ϕ(K) is
given by the set of homomorphisms
there is a homomorphism f : CM (ϕ) → CM (ϕ ). For the other direction, given a model
Bonchi, Seeber and Sobocinski [12] introduced graphical conjunctive queries (GCQ), a graphical calculus where query containment is captured by the axioms of the free cartesian bicategory CB(Σ) generated by the relational signature Σ.
Definition 2.7 (Carboni-Walters [21]). A cartesian bicategory is a symmetric monoidal
category enriched in partial orders such that:
1. every object is equipped with a special commutative Frobenius algebra, 2. the monoid and comonoid structure of each Frobenius algebra are adjoint, 3. every arrow is a lax comonoid homomorphism.
A morphism of cartesian bicategories is a strong monoidal functor preserving the partial order, the monoid and the comonoid structure.
Example 2.8. The category Rel of sets and relations with cartesian product as tensor, singleton as unit, the diagonal and its transpose as monoid and comonoid, subset as partial order, is a cartesian bicategory. Given a set U , the subcategory Rel| U − → Rel with natural numbers m, n ∈ N as objects and relations R ⊆ U m+n as arrows is also a cartesian bicategory. It is furthermore a PROP, i.e. a symmetric monoidal category with addition of natural numbers as tensor on objects. Proof. By the universal property, a morphism K from the free cartesian bicategory is fully determined by its image on 1 (which we require to be 1) and its image on generators
this is precisely the data for a Σ-model.
Corollary 2.11.
There are bijective correspondences:
where [CB(Σ), Rel] denotes the set of morphisms of cartesian bicategories.
Proof. The first bijection follows by 2.9, as there are no free variables Λ and Θ are inverses of each other. The second bijection is given by CM : Q Σ (∅) → M Σ with inverse given in the proof of 2.6. The third bijection is Proposition 2.10.
Functorial Semantics for Question Answering
Given a cartesian bicategory C, we de ne a Montague functor L : G → C as a strong monoidal functor which respects the rigid structure, i.e. it sends cups and caps in G to those induced by the Frobenius structure in C. Definition 3.1. A RelCoCat model is a Montague functor F : G → Rel, we say a model is one-sorted whenever its image lies in Rel| U for some finite universe U .
Definition 3.2. Semantics
Input: 
Proof. The functor L is defined by L(t) = F (t) on objects and on arrows by mapping typed words ∆ and induced steps I to their corresponding relational symbols in ∆ + I.
We define a (∆ + I)-model K as follows: Proof. We reduce to Evaluation: given (F, d), constructing the functors K • L = F and the translation Λ of theorem 2.9 can be done in logspace, this yields a conjunctive query
We conjecture that the constraint language induced by a pregroup grammar meets the tractability condition for the CSP dichotomy theorem [22] .
Conjecture 3.5. Fix G = (∆, I), then Semantics is poly-time computable in the size of (u, s) ∈ List(V ) × P (B) and F : G → Rel| U , i.e. in the size of the universe U .
Given a Montague functor L : G → C, we can use the 2-arrows in C to model natural language entailment, i.e. we can equip G with a preorder enrichment
Example 3.6. We take the dictionnary from example 1.7 and define the cartesian bicategory C generated by Σ = { Spinoza, Leibniz, read, inf l, disc, calc, phil } where:
and the following set of generating 2-arrows, called a TBox in description logics:
Then we define the Montague functor L : G → C where the image of the relative pronoun "who" is given by the Frobenius algebra, see [23] . We choose to model the question word "Who" with the compact-closed structure of C. We send the determinant "the" to the unit and the common noun "philosopher" to the symbol phil ∈ Σ composed with the comonoid of the Frobenius algebra. Finally, we map the induced steps to the identity. Thus, we get the following 2-arrow in G, i.e. the entailment of the following two sentences:
Leibniz read Spinoza ≤ Spinoza inf luenced Leibniz
We can now answer our question d ∈ G( , s) in 1.14 as the evaluation of the query:
So far, we have shown how to translate questions into conjunctive queries.
We now show how to translate a corpus, i.e. a set of lists of sentences called discourses, into a relational database so that question answering reduces to query evaluation. If we apply our Montague functor independently to each sentence, the resulting queries have disjoint sets of variables. In order to obtain the desired database, variables need to be assigned to some designated entities; a standard natural language processing task called named entity linking (NEL). Proof. Membership follows immediately by reduction to Evaluation. Hardness follows by reduction from graph homomorphism, we only give a sketch of proof and refer to [13] where named entity linking is called matching. Any graph can be encoded in a corpus
given by a set of subject-verb-object sentences, where the named entity linking maps the nouns to their corresponding node.
We conclude with related work and potential directions for future work:
• many-sorted RelCoCat models with graphical regular logic [24] ,
• from Boolean semantics to generalised relations in arbitrairy topoi [25] ,
• semantics of "How many?" questions and counting problems [26] ,
• quantum speedup for question answering via closest vector problem [27] ,
• comonadic semantics for bounded short-term memory [28] ,
• from regular logic to description logics in bicategories of relations [29] .
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